




When Eugene Opera began working on Tchaikovsky’s “Eugene Onegin” they 
wrote REEES soliciting a lecture on Pushkin’s novel. I felt obliged to do so—I had 
defended my dissertation on Pushkin’s verse structure, then studied and taught 
his work for years. Yet the opera libretto is a far cry from the novel. What would I 
talk about? I thought I should rather direct a play that follows the novel faithful-
ly, so the audience can compare and enjoy both the real story and the beautiful 
music written to a sentimental late 19 century adaptation. It would be our third 
PPushkin show in a decade: his texts, light and ironic even when they deal with 
grave matters, are a pleasure to work with. I sat down to write a script and im-
mediately became overwhelmed. How do I deal with a highly structured Onegin 
stanza—a form of verse akin to sonnet but in tetrameters with a rhyme scheme 
ABABCCDDEFFEGG (three rhymed quatrains, ABAB, CCDD, EFFE, with a punch-
line couplet, GG)? If characters on stage talk, they would break the stanza 
apart—any editing would—and I didn’t want that to happen! Who would be the 
characters of the novel? 60 % of it is the Author’s musings on Fate and Honor 
and Time and Boredom, the most elegant and awless verses ever written in the 
Russian language—and only 40 % deal with the two unhappy couples, Eugene 
and Tatiana and Vladimir and Olga, whose love is tormented by Fate and the dis-
crepancies of Time. The action is minimal. It’s the life in the subtle stanzas that 
makes this novel Russia’s single most valued piece of literature. 

And what with our American audience? For their sake, we’ve always created a 
bilingual context on stage: an English-speaking Director, a host of demons, a set 
of playing cards, letters of the alphabet or foreigners to provide an organic live 
synopsis in translation. Yet “Eugene Onegin” dees any attempts to convey its 
highly structured plasticity in English verse. Enter another poet, the Nobel Prize 
Laureate Joseph Brodsky. The late UO Slavist Jim Rice recalled that while visiting 
Eugene, Brodsky coined a pun, “Eugene Oregin—the most Russian of American 
citiecities.” Could the English action take place in Eugene, Oregon today? How would 
this 1820s melodrama emerge within the discourse of modern culture of this 
particular town? 

Director’s note



It was Lara Ravitch, a long-time editor and co-director of the UO Russian shows, 
who came up with those parallels; then the UO students of Russian chimed in. In a 
month, Lara and I had a story of a bored LA fop from the movie elite inheriting an 
estate in Eugene, annoying his neighbors by inviting the homeless people to camp 
on his lawn, rejecting the love of a young journalism student, meeting a promising 
song writer and inadvertently killing him, then traveling to Middle East and return-
ing to hopelessly woo his former admirer, now an LA TV diva, rich, inuential and 
mamarried to a powerful man. This story parallels the story of the disillusioned Eugene 
Onegin, a St. Petersburg dandy who left the city after inheriting his uncle's country 
estate, displeased his neighbors by liberating his serfs, had a girl fall in love with 
him, killed his young poet friend after the poet challenged him to a duel, traveled, 
returned and fell for that same countryside girl, now an inuential and rich society 
lioness married to a famous aristocrat. 

So we ended up with a series of scenes where beautiful Pushkin stanzas in Russian 
were followed by the modern English dialogs. The stanzas couldn't all be read by 
the Author, for that would overwhelm any actor, but also by Fate, Russianness, 
Time, Love, Jealousy, Boredom, Glory, Honor, Onegin's French Governess and Gov-
ernor, Young Onegin and his little friends. Luckily, we have an amazing cast this 
year. Bright, enthusiastic and hardworking, our actors and crew accepted the idea 
of the play and made this hybrid their own. They breathed life into their uncustom-
ary characters, co-wrote, edited, enlivened and ultimately created this show.

Although it would be seen as problematic in the current day, Pushkin felt that his 
African ancestry brought him freedom, joyfulness and charm, but also the tenden-
cy to are in an instant. Would he get angry with the sacrilege of transmitting his 
text into modernity? Who knows? He himself was a blasphemous mist, a free spirit 
whose own tragic fate was sealed by the fact he had to live in the land of serfdom, 
autocratic rule and overwhelming secret police. He died in a duel, like one of his fa-
vorite creations, Vladimir Lensky. He was defending his Honor and Love, tormented 
by Jealousy and state surveillance, and led to the duel by Fate. He knew his Time 
was over. He was killed by a Frenchman—brought up by the French tutors, he cer-
tainly spoke that language during the duel. But it was his Russianness that made 
him immortal—his language became our national idiom, and his work our greatest 
national treasure.

Julia Nemirovskaya



Cast
Tatiana/Tania/Tatie

Olga/Olivia

Onegin/Owen

Lenskii/Lenny

Author/Pushkin

Love/Flirt/Serf Girl

FFate/Fortune-teller/Serf Girl/Girlfriend/
Camper

Boredom

Jealousy/Girlfriend/Susan/Camper

Glory/Narrator/Lawyer/Zak/
Zaretsky/Rick

Honor/Aunt Alina/Serf Girl/Camper

NanNanny/Russianness/Camper/Aunt Sash

Passport Control/Audrey (Singer)

Time/Tatiana’s husband (George/General)/
Airport security/Butler/Cameraman

Young Onegin/Newspaper Boy/
Grandson/Amour/Cat

Girlfriend/Flight Attendant/Tour Guide/
RReporter/Waitress/Serf Girl/Guest

Monsieur/Guillot/Ambassador/Neighbor

Madame/Larina

Stacy Yurishcheva

Giulia Arcuri

Jonathan Miller

Peter Ward

Nick Lutton

Sarah Cunningham

TTatiana Bakhtina

Finlay Louden

Katya Campbell

Rachel Casselman

Lisa Schultz Tucker

Heghine Hakobyan

Jesse Eriksen

NNathan Whitwer

Gersh Botvinnik

Jessica Simoes

Alexander Kashirin

Lara Ravitch



Crew
Director

Assistant Directors

Technical Support

Stage Management

Art, Set, Design

Music Directors

Script and Editing

Costumes/Make-up

Choreography

Program and Poster

PR and Social Media

Language Tutoring

J

Light Director

Music Performers



Act I
Owen, a wealthy LA narcissist, receives news that he must y to Eugene, Oregon to see his 
dying uncle. Along the way, Owen meets Tanya, a  young screenwriter attending the 
University of Oregon. Owen's uncle passes away, and Owen decides to use his inheritance 
money to enroll at the university.
 Likewise in 19th-century Russia, Evgenii "Eugene" Onegin is forced to return to his country 
estestate to care for his dying uncle. He is followed by the Author and his romantic ideas of 
Love, Boredom, Jealousy, Honor, Fate, Russianness, Glory and reminiscences of his 
childhood in St. Petersburg, Russia.
 Act II
Owen settles into his new life in Eugene—irritating his neighbors by inviting local 
homeless people to camp on his lawn. There he meets Lenny, a local poet and idealist, 
freshly home from his spiritual excursions abroad. As Owen spends more time with Lenny, 
he runs ihe runs into Tania and her younger sister Olivia at various bars and parties. Over the years 
Olivia has been Lenny's paramour, while Tania has remained alone. She grows fond of 
Owen, but he remains aloof.
 In the 19th century, Onegin consistently annoys his well-to-do acquaintances by never 
showing up to their parties and liberating his serfs. Tatiana pines for his affections, and 
decides to write a letter to Onegin, confessing her love. Onegin does not respond to her
letter, but instead tells her in person that marriage is boring to him, and that he could 
be nothing mobe nothing more than her friend.

 Intermission

 Act III
At the University of Oregon, Lenny drags a reluctant Owen to a sorority party. 
To spite Lenny, Owen seduces Olivia. Lenny leaves in a drunken fury, crashes his car, and 
is killed. In his guilt, Owen travels to the Middle East to aid refugees. A few years later Owen
 returns to the United States and appears on a talk show hosted by Tania, who in Owen's 
absenabsence has married a director of blockbuster lms. Seeing Tania again spurs Owen 
to try and win her over, but Tanya denies him.
 In19th-century Russia, Tatiana meets a fortune-teller who informs her that she will marry 
well and travel far. After the divination she sees an ominous dream.Lenskii convinces 
Onegin to attend Tatiana's name-day party. At the party Onegin dances with Olga, 
which causes strife between him and Lenskii. Lenskii and Onegin duel, and Lenskii dies 
from a gunshot wound. After Onegin ees the country to sort through his grief, 
TTatiana travels to Onegin's estate and nds letters that make her question who the "real" 
Onegin is. Onegin tries to reunite with Tatiana, who admits she still loves him. 
However, she is bound by honor to her husband so Onegin is left alone and bereft.

Synopsis



Giulia Arcuri is a senior at the University of Oregon. She will be 
graduating in the Spring with a BS in political science. She hopes 
to begin a graduate program in the Fall 2016 to start a masters of 
arts in theology. Giulia plays the part of Olga/Olivia in the 
performance. 

 

Sarah is a fourth-year Russian student who will be graduating
from UO this year. She is excited to be back for her third year

 in the Russian play. She wants to thank her family and friends for
putting up with her while learning lines. She is not sure what 
the future holds after this year, but she is sure that it will be fun.

Jonathan Miller is from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He is a senior 
at the University of Oregon studying Russian. He plans on going 
to Russia next year. Jonathan plays the parts of Onegin/Owen 

in the performance.

 

Stacy Yurishcheva is a sophomore at the University of Oregon 
double-majoring in Advertising and Journalism and minoring 

in Digital Arts. She rst came to the United States from 
Novosibirsk, Russia in 2012 as an exchange student, and then 
decided to come back as a college student in 2014. Stacy was 
approached by Paul Harvey, Heghine Hakobyan and Julia 
NemiNemirovskaya with an offer to play Tatiana in this year's 

Russian Theater production and couldn't resist accepting it!

Peter Ward is a rst year MA and GTF with the REES department 
at the University of Oregon. His interest in all things Russian began 
in childhood when his Foreign Service family moved to Moscow. 
Peter has concentrated on Russian language throughout his 
university studies and has worked independently in Russia in various 
professions. His goals are to gain further mastery of Russian language 
and tand translation studies and to go back to Russia for more adventures. 
Peter plays the roles of Lensky/Lenny in the performance. Peter Ward

Giulia Arcuri

Sarah Cunningham

Jonathan Miller

Stacy Yurishcheva

Cast 



This is Nick’s second time participating in the Russian Program’s 
yearly play. He is a fourth year Russian student and history major 
who one day hopes to teach the history of US-Russian relations and 
perform live on the big stage. “Вперёд, вперёд, моя исторья!”
Nick plays several roles in the performance including the author, 
Pushkin himself.

 

Lara Ravitch coordinates the Intensive English Program in UO's 
American English Institute. She is also the Dean of Lesnoe Ozero, 
the Concordia Russian Language Village in Bemidji, MN. She spent 
her youth studying Russian and theater in the US and in Russia, and 
she is thrilled to have the opportunity to revisit her love of both 

in this production!

 

Babushka Lisa is thankful for a potpourri of roles: Honor 
(the ultimate pacist), Aunt (match-making/gingerbread),
umbrella-wielding Anarchist, Peasant girl. PR, costumes, 

singing also come into play. Third year's a charm!

 

Long ago and far away in a dysfunctional state called Florida, 
Jessica studied Russian for a few semesters. Though time has 
worn away her memory of Russian, her affection for Russia’s 

people and language have not waned. Jessica’s favorite song is 
probably Mahler’s First Symphony. She works in the UO 

Department of Mathematics, a wonderful place to be.  She has 
mamany magical powers, including the ability to swiftly locate 
items that absent-minded people have whimsically lost.

 

 He was born in the Soviet Union, in a small border town in Siberia. In 
1992, He moved to the United States. For the past ve years, he worked 
as an adjunct instructor at the University of Oregon, teaching survey 
and upper-division courses in Modern Russian/Soviet and Modern 
European history. Julia Nemirovskaya invited him to join her Russian 
Theater crew at REEES in the capacity of assistant director.  Alexander
is a nis a native Russian speaker and has extensive experience in 
construction, his theater responsibilities encompass anything from 
organizational issues and helping students with pronunciation of 
their Russian lines, to building stage sets and other necessary props.

Alexander Kashirin

Nick Lutton

Lara Ravitch

Lisa  Schultz Tucker

Jessica Simoes



Jesse Eriksen is a religious studies major at the University of Oregon. She 
is learning Russian because of a deep love of the music and art. She hopes 
to teach English abroad next summer when she achieves her Bachelor’s 
Degree. She chose to be in this play to develop her skills singing in the 

Russian language. 

A native Russian, Tatiana has participated in Julia Nemirovskaya’s 
bilingualtheater for several years. She loves the process of being a part 
of a team that can create a great play in two languages. There is always
 so much creativity, talent and wonderful energy, and Tatiana is sad 
to see the Russian Theatre show come to an end. However, there 

will be another one next year.
  

Poetic form I'll use here now
To say my name, some thoughts as well:
Five years I've studied, I'd avow,
Not just in Russian for a spell
And I ought to say I’m no poet
In fact this verse--I hardly know it.
AAn ode to Pushkin I'll decree,
(although I'd write a verse more free)
For every artist must attempt
Biography and other forms
Which may yet be poetic norms
In older verse although unkempt.
And me, for those whom it may please,
I hI have a cat who can’t climb trees.

Katerina Campbell is a Russian major within the REES department at 
the UO. Her interests lie in Russian due to having been born and 
adopted from the beautiful country. She recently went back for the rst 
time in 18 years to Moscow in September 2014 and plans to return 
later in the summer of 2016. She plans to become an interpreter and 
translator of the Russian language. Besides Russian language, she 
ccontinues to explore the world around her, learning how to lm and 
photograph. She hopes to possibly become a video blogger during her 
return to Moscow, Russia.

Katerina Campbell

Tatiana Bakhtina

Jesse Eriksen

Finlay Louden



This is Nathan’s fourth year working with the Russian Theatre group. He 
studied Russian language before spending some time living and working
in Russia. He plays multiple roles in the performance including: Security

Guard, Butler, Time, General, and George.

Aleksandr Pushkin was born 217 years ago and still he is a signicant 
gure in the daily life of Russia. Every Russian-speaking person can 
recite at least one poem of Pushkin by heart. People keep his memory 
by naming streets after him and erecting hundreds of monuments to 
him. People also keep his memory and honor him in a surprisingly 
interesting way. When asked the question, “Who knows?” it is 
cuscustomary for a Russian to answer: “Pushkin knows.” Heghine 
Hakobyan, Slavic Librarian is happy to have the opportunity to honor 
Pushkin through taking part in UO Russian Theater Students’ 2016 
production of Eugene Onegin.

During the fall of 2015, Rachel Casselman enthusiastically 
embarked on the incredible journey of studying and teaching in 
the REEES department at University of Oregon. They are thrilled 
to be participating in the department's adaptation of Pushkin's 
Eugene Onegin. Rachel's academic accomplishments cover a 

broad range of Russian language and cultural studies. Rachel has 
also also worked and traveled extensively throughout Eastern Europe. 

After receiving their MA, Rachel hopes to continue pursuing 
a career that will incorporate their strong knowledge of Eastern 

European culture in addition to their interest in international affairs.

Irina Botvinnik, Gersh’s mother, supports art and cultural activities 
that promote creativity, enrich our understanding of the world, and 
bring together a variety of people by encouraging Gersh in his theater 
endeavors. This year his roles are: Young Onegin, Grandson, Amour
and Newspaper Boy.

Gersh Botvinnik

Rachel Casselman

Nathan Whitwer

Heghine  Hakobyan



University of Oregon Instructor, poet, writer, and playwright, 
Dr. Julia Nemirovskaya regularly stages bilingual 
Russian- English plays that she adapts or writes herself. 

Elena Bogolyubova has been teaching Russian-speaking and bilingual 
children in different informal programs since 1998. Elena has been 

assisting Julia with children's parts in bilingual plays since she started 
her home-based group for Russian-speaking children in Eugene in 2012.

For this year’s production Elena directed children--Alister, Kijan, 
Andrey, Alik, Tima, and Polina—how to act as the older characters' younger 

alalter egos, reciting Pushkin's verses!

Anastasia has taught art to children at the Little Owl School 
of Arts in Eugene, while working on her thesis at the UO 
REEES. She defended her thesis on “Ancient Greek 
Mythologemes in the Poetry of Marina Tsvetaeva” last fall. 
She has designed authentic costumes and sets for UO Russian 
Theatre productions since 2012. 

Lizka Vaintrob is a junior at South Eugene High School 
who has helped with theater for many years, with jobs ranging 
from helping design the poster, painting the backgrounds, 

helping with costumes, to acting in the play. This year she was 
involved in costume design, poster, and backdrops. Lizka loves 
this experience and looks forward to theater season every year. 

Kelly Keiler (Stitcher) is pleased to collaborate with the UO Russian 
department for the rst time.  Most recently, she designed costumes 
for Oregon Contemporary Theatre's, “The Last Five Years.”  She 
has worked in many ne costume shops in Oregon, Illinois, and 
Wisconsin.  She is happy to be back in Oregon where the eating is 
good and the bike paths are plenty!  Thank you to Anastasia, Julia, 
and and fellow participants for warmly welcoming me to this production.Kelly Keiler

Lizka Vaintrob

Julia Nemorovskaya

Elena and Children

Anastasia Savenko-Moore
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Oregon Consortium for International and Area Studies





Reected words can only shiver
Like elongated lights that twist
In the black mirror of a river

Between the city and the mist.
Elusive Pushkin! Persevering,
I still pick up Tatiana's earring,
SStill travel with your sullen rake.
I nd another man's mistake,

I analyze alliterations
That grace your feasts and haunt the great 

Fourth stanza of your Canto Eight.
This is my task--a poet's patience
And scholastic passion blent:

DDove-droppings on your monument.
 

Was this the Tanya he once scolded
In that forsaken, distant place
Where rst our novel's plot unfolded?
The one to whom, when face to face,
In such a burst of moral re,
He'd lectured gravely on desire?
TThe girl whose letter he still kept --
In which a maiden heart had wept;
Where all was shown . . . all unprotected?
Was this that girl . . . or did he dream?
That little girl whose warm esteem
And humble lot he'd once rejected?. . .
And could she now have been so bold,
SSo unconcerned with him . . . so cold?
 

Stanza from Falen’s Eugene Onegin

He thinks back to his day at college,
To Phil, to Berkeley friends, to nights

When the pursuit of grades and knowledge 
Foundered in beery jokes and ghts.

Eheu fugaces? Silicon Valley
Lures to ambition's ulcer alley

YYoung graduates with siren screams
Of power and wealth beyond their dreams, 

Ejects the lax, and drives the driven, 
Burning their candles at both ends.

Thus les take precedence over friends, 
Labor is lauded, leisure riven.

John kneels bareheaded and unshod
BBefore the Chip, a jealous God.

Vikram Seth “Golden Gate”

Nabokov on Translating Pushkin

Alina Raiskin, 
age 8, 

"Pushkin 
Dancing with 

His Wife"

Polina Vaintrob, 
age 5, 
"Pushkin 
at the Ball"

Valya Ostrik, age 7, "Pushkin 
and a Beautiful Lady"

Background images taken from Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin manuscript.

Onegin Stanza in English
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